
                        Questions on the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)  
 
                                  From: The New York State Reliability Council 
 
 

          (1)    Has the IPM model used for RGGI been confirmed via a production cost model that  
                   replicates in detail the NYCA (and the 8 other areas) transmission system, Local 
                   Reliability Rules, and unit commitment algorithm (i.e., minimum down time, etc.), in  
                   particular?  Is there information available describing the IPM model?  If so, please 
                   forward to Don Raymond.  

 
(2)    The NYISO document  Power Trends For 2005 states on page #6; “Depending on the 
         progress of the already licensed projects, the pace of actual retirements, the continuing 
         availability of imports, and contributions from demand side programs, New York could  
         be facing a supply deficiency between 2008 and 2011.”  Would you please provide an 
         annual Load and Capacity table, including capacity additions and unit retirements (unit 
         name, date, type, capacity and location) in the RGGI Reference and 10%, 25% and 
         35% Cap Cases? 
 
(3)     What analysis has been done to verify that the gas infrastructure is capable of reliably 
         delivering the quantities of gas necessary to supply the level of gas fired generation 
         predicted by the IPM through time?   What additions to the gas infrastructure are 
         required (size, location, source, terminal stations)/  How are the costs of incremental 
         gas infrastructure reflected in the economic decisions made by the IPM? 
 
(4)    What are the sources of the large imports into the NYCA?  Is there excess capacity 

   through time above installed requirements in any of the other 8 RGGI States?  If so,  
   why?  What has been done to confirm that the transmission system is capable of 
   delivering the projected levels of imports through time? 

 
(5)     Are the large imports to NY simply increased coal generation in other RGGI Regions 
         due to economics and the exclusion of coal firing in NY and Canada?  What are the 
         sources of the NYCA imports over the study period by unit, type, size, and location? 
 
(6)     Has the impact of the IPM capacity on the inertial characteristics of the electric system 
         been considered?  If so, what were the findings?  Also, what consideration has been 
         given to NYCA and/or local area reactive support?  
 
(7)     What is the rationale for excluding coal in NYS in the base case but not the 8 other 

   RGGI States? 
  
(8)    If as you suggest, the new nuclear technology is economic, why is it excluded from the 
         Reference Case?  Further, would the inclusion of nuclear units be more effective in 
         reducing CO2 than a cap?  Further, at what cap levels? 
 
(9)     What is the annual level of assumed wind power (Mw) throughout the study period for 
         each of the nine RGGI regions?  Also, for each RGGI region, what level of the wind 
         power capacity was included when determining whether the annual installed reserve 
         requirement for each region was met, again throughout the study period? 
  
(10)   What is the cause of a new unit coming on line - an installed reserve requirement,  
         economics or both?  Is an economic resource brought on line when not needed for  
         reliability?  Is this consistent throughout the RGGI region? 
 
(11)   Does IPM data declare any units as “must run”?  If so, which units are designated as 
         “must run” and why? 
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(12)   In general terms, is a unit retired when the PV (forward revenues) is less than the 
         PV (forward costs)?  Further, what are the components of forward revenues and costs? 
         Is a risk component associated with the cost of capital included in the forward costs, 
         If yes, how much?  If not, why not? 
  
(13)   How are the States outside the RGGI region modeled?  What are their export levels 
          to NY and the other RGGI States annually throughout the study period? 
 
  
(14)   What is the fuel diversity picture (by capacity-Mw) for NY and the RGGI States through 
          time based on installed capacity in the Reference and 10%, 25% and 35% Cap Cases? 
 
(15)   In what way has the RGGI been coordinated with other environmental laws already in 
         place or under consideration? 
  
 


